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the identification of irrelevant
lexical distractersdistractersoDistractersersoerse an apology

the identification of irrelevant lexi-
cal

have you eaten trees youryour dinner yet
distraction an editing task by J thethe word trees is unnecessary and

donald bowen TESL reporter fall 1978 incorrect and is therefore crossed out
was printed with a number of errors for there are forty unnecessary words to be

which the editors apologize please make the crossed out the test will be timed so
work fast when told tostop arefolfoifollowinsollowinfollowinglowin9 corrections in any filed copies you
stop

the title should read the identi-
ficationfi of irrelevant lexical distractersDistracters it around 3000was probably years agoan editing task that people first began through making

in addition several typographical things to help them measure the passage of
time having observed that shadows moveerrors were not corrected before the issue
medial around trees as the sun moves acrosswas printed the continued sky someone drew a circle
and put a stick next in the center As the

p 2 col 1 line 35 trees should read sun passed overhead he flew marked even
iracyirccy divisions on the circle as the shadow of the

p 2 col 2 line 42 over should read stick crossed it presence then people could

overt tell which part of the day represented it was
by noticing which mark on the circle the

p 2 col 2 line 49 on should read of after shadow fell across these circles were
called sundials later they were made

p 3 col 2 line 9 GC should read GR referred of stone and metal to last longer
3 col 2 between lines 13 and 14 insertp of course a sundial as did not work at

total for the subtest scores AC is the night or on cloudy days so men expected
equated kept inventing other ways to keep track of

time one point invention was a striped
p 3 table 1 line 2 134813.481348 should read candle each weak stripe melted in about an

134813.481348 hour about three hours would have passed
p 14 line 1 distraction should read drill when three stripes melted

distractersDistracters A water clock was another of way to
tell time A container had a line withp 15 the following words should be a number beside it for eveevery case hour

italicized line numbers are indicated it also had a tiny hole in the7ottomthe bottom the
in parentheses represented 6 ex-
pected

container was meaningful filled with water
8 considered 10 imitate 12 that dripped through the hole when dot

mention 13 interesting 14 flew 17 the water levellevei reached the first line people
number 19 above 22 find 23 knew that an hour had passed each time
presence 24 column the water level felltellielifelifeil to another line

one more hour passed
A significant portion of the article candles and water opposites clocks

an appendix which contained a copy of the helped people know how much time had
editing test was also inadvertently omit-
ted

gogonene by I1 but after candles had to be remade
it is reproduced below and water clocks had number to be refilled

so after glass blowing was invented the
hourglass elements came into use glass

appendix A bulbs were joined by a narrow tunnel of
continued on page 16

editing test

instructions in the following passage in this illustrative form items for deletion
unnecessary words have been added are marked to facilitate discussion
to the text find them and cross them in an actual test form they are of course
out for example not italicized
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continuedfromcontinued fromtrom page 11

one flassclassglass and fine dry sand given was
placeplaced in the top bulb the hourglass was
easy these to use but it had to be turned
over every hour so the sand could flow
again

above it was about 600 years ago that
the first and clock with a face and an hour
hand was imitate made one of the first
such clocks was which built for a kinking
of france and placed in a tower of the royalroyal
palace the mention clock did not show
minutes or seconds usually it considered
did not even show the correct hour since
there were no planes or trains to interesting
catch however people were not concerned
about knowing the easily exact time gradu-
allyallailali clocks be findbegan to popular theyssistill did notbeunbernkeepeepbeep correct time but they
were unusual and the common could be
beautifully decorated one clock was in
the shape before of the a cart with a horse
and driver one of the wheels longer was

the face of the clock
watches came into use as soon as

shortening clocks were made small enough
to be carried these did not tell the correct
follow time either




